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Figure S1
Progressive stretching of DNA into the melting plateau in the presence of 50 nM ActD indicates that only the fraction of dsDNA stretched into the plateau binds ActD.
Figure S2
Quantitative analysis of ActD-2DNA binding at F>F m .
Figure S3
Kinetics of ActD-2DNA binding at F>F m estimated from pulling rate (ν) dependence of ActD-DNA stretching curves
Figure S4
Elastic properties of ActD-2DNA compared with classical intercalators support the intercalation of ActD.
Figure S5
ActD-2DNA equilibrium and kinetic binding parameters measured in the absence of flow in solution with 50 nM ActD are consistent with parameters obtained in the presence of flow with 500 nM ActD.
Figure S6
ActD-DNA binding is bi-molecular. During the 1 st cycle (red) the DNA was stretched only to the extension at which F<F m , such that the DNA was not melted by force. No measurable ActD binding occurred during this cycle, as the curves remained unchanged by ActD (overlaps the black DNA stretching curve obtained in the absence of ActD). In the 2 nd (orange) and 3 rd (green) cycles the DNA was stretched to an extension within the melting transition. The apparent length of the release curve corresponds to the fraction melted and subsequently bound by ActD, indicating that binding to melted DNA was near saturation. Finally, in the 4 th (blue) and 5 th (purple) stretches the DNA was completely force-melted by stretching to F>F m , and both release curves overlap indicating that no additional ActD bound during the 5 th stretch compared to the 4 th stretch. Supplementary Figure S6 ), we estimate the corresponding high force bimolecular association rate constant, k a (F>F m ), to be within the range
The lower bound of this estimate coincides with the k a (F~65pN)~10 5 M -1 s -1 value obtained as a high-force limit of the force dependence measurement of k a (F) at F<F m (Figure 5d ). Taken together, these high-force k a and [ActD]≥4 µM as a converged DNA stretching and release curve, that lacks any signature of a melting transition and appears much longer than B-form DNA. This implies that ActD-2DNA consists of two DNA strands bound together due to their association with intercalating ActD.
The red line approximating the red open circles represents the fit of ActD-2DNA stretching curve to the worm-like chain (WLC) model of polymer elasticity:
, with the persistence length A=10±3 nm, contour length, according to Eq.7 yield k on (0) = (3.8 ± 0.6) x 10 -5 s -1 , k off (0) =(3.1 ± 0.6) x 10 -4 s -1 , x on = 0.26 ± 0.05 nm and x off = 0.07 ± 0.02 nm. The k on (0) obtained at 50 nM from above fit is 10 fold smaller than the one obtained at 500 nM from Figure 5c which is an additional confirmation of bimolecular nature binding. In addition ∆x eq =x on -x off = 0.19± 0.04 nm is also in agreement within error with the equilibrium extension upon binding to DNA, ∆x eq = 0.20 ± 0.05 nm obtained from the force dependence of K d (Figure 5b) . Also, the on and off rates in the presence of 50 nM ActD become equal at F~45pN (see k on (F) and k off (F) line crossover in panel b),
showing that K d~5 0 nM is achieved at this stretching force. This result is in agreement with the directly measured K d (45pN)~50nM shown in Figure 5b . 
